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Technology and social media have become popular and are highly used by almost 
everyone. With advancements new ways of communicating through images have taken up 
people’s lives who, therefore, are spending more and more time in front of screens. Based on 
Cultivation Theory, it is possible to say that this high exposure can be influential to one’s 
perception of reality. Being able to understand and question the imagery all around are 
important skills that can be developed through visual literacy education. Studies argue that 
today’s students are not visually literate, even though they grew up surrounded by 
technology.  
Visual literacy (VL) has been implemented in higher education classrooms through 
different interventions that resulted in students learning the content and being more critical of 
what they see. However, these courses have not focused on teaching visual literacy as its own 
discipline. This thesis study explored the need and implementation for established research 
on visual literacy into an applicable curriculum. A study by Joanna Kędra (2018), titled 
“What does it mean to be visually literate? Examination of visual literacy definitions in a 
context of higher education,” provided a starting point for the development of the curriculum. 
Through her research, Kędra juxtaposed 50 years of visual literacy definitions into three key 
VL skills from which were then developed into a curriculum. 
In this study, intended learning objectives were developed along with a proposal for course 
delivery to best evaluate learning acquisition. The course proposed was designed to teach 
visual literacy skills through in-person instruction to undergraduate students from multiple 
disciplines, catering to the traditional age group of first- and second-year college students in 
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the United States. The next steps will be comprised of testing the curriculum, its impact on 
student learning, and alternative ways to deliver the content. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Being inserted in the digital environment brings with it a flood of images. Social 
media platforms work based on user-generated content which is composed of images. Images 
in this sense mean photographs, illustrations, videos, movies, diagrams, and any variation of 
those. In 2018, Pew Research Center reported that 95% of teens have access to a smartphone 
and that 45% of teens are online on a “near-constant basis” (Anderson & Jiang, 2018a). The 
influence of screens is to be seen, but a theory from 1960s can shed some light. Cultivation 
Theory was developed by Gerbner to examine the influence of the dominant medium of the 
culture over people, at that time it was the television. Now, it can be said that our pocket 
screens have become the dominant medium and therefore, images reign supreme.  
However, it has been noted that people’s visual literacy skills have not been focused 
on as much as traditional literacy. Brumberger (2011) identified the lack of students’ visual 
literacy competency and others have found that applying visual literacy-based teaching 
strategies within their disciplines improved students’ skills (Bell, 2014; Crider, 2014; Palmer 
& Matthews, 2015). Therefore, to focus solely on visual literacy as its own discipline is an 
identified need within higher education. The purpose of this thesis research was to develop a 
curriculum for designers and non-designers to increase visual literacy education and propose 
intended learning outcomes, content, and delivery of the curriculum as a course.  
When considering the new classroom environment, visual literacy needs to be 
explored as a way to strengthen students’ skills to succeed in the image-heavy world. The 
definition of visual literacy as a discipline has been under review since its conception in the 
1960s (see Avgerinou, 2009; Emanuel et al., 2016; Ervine, 2016; Kędra, 2018; Palmer & 
Matthews, 2015). Recently, Kędra (2018) analyzed and juxtaposed 11 visual literacy 
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definitions and categorized them into three themes: (1) visual reading, (2) visual writing, and 
other (3) visual literacy skills. Kędra (2018) remarked about her study that it “may, therefore, 
act as a starting point for further research on VL education” (p. 82). From this perspective, I 
was able to evaluate the categories that were created and focused on developing a “formal 
and systematic visual education” (Kędra, 2018, p. 82) curriculum followed by a proposal on 
how to deliver it in a higher education setting. 
Intended learning outcomes were developed by examining Biggs et al. (2011), which 
helped frame the delivery into three parts. The first part was thematically called Cultural 
Context & Implications on Image that focuses on the delivery of theoretical content. The 
second, What Makes an Image an Image, focuses on applying the concepts learned in the 
first third into making images. Lastly, Make More to Understand More concentrates on 
developing students’ critique and self-evaluation skills while making images and iterating on 
them to reach a final result. Examples of content, assignments, and thoughts on course 
delivery are expanded upon throughout this study. The main goal was that, upon completion 
of the course, students will have a better understanding of images and how to best use visual 
literacy skills to share ideas. 
Many future goals were identified based on this proposal. There is a need to test this 
curriculum to diagnose areas for improvement, utilize parts of it in the classroom, and apply 
the proposed structured critique and self-assessment tables to the graphic design classroom. 
These are just some of the ideas; however, moving towards including visual literacy in higher 
education is paramount not only when the digital environment reflects not only on  images 
coming from individuals but also businesses. The critical approach to looking at images is a 
necessary skill to navigate our image-heavy world.  
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Digital Image Revolution 
We are living in a visual world and image ubiquity is undeniable. The student in the 
classroom today is one who has been surrounded by technologies that rely on images to tell 
stories: television, video games, and social media, to name a few. Technological 
developments, such as the smartphone and social media platforms, have allowed for image 
creation and consumption to be at everyone’s fingertips. A frequently cited scholar, Prensky 
(2001) stated, “Today’s average college grads have spent fewer than 5,000 hours of their 
lives reading, but over 10,000 hours playing video games (not to mention 20,000 hours 
watching TV)” (p. 2). From the data, Prensky assumed that the “students today are all ‘native 
speakers’ of the digital language of computer, video games and the Internet” (2001a, p. 2), 
therefore, calling them “digital natives” seems fitting. Current data from the Pew Research 
Center revealed similar characteristics of the new generation. It reports that 45% of teenagers 
declare to be online almost constantly (Anderson & Jiang, 2018, p. 2). Even though the data 
show this excess exposure as a potential justification for calling this generation “digital 
natives,” some scholars have argued the notion that this exposure does not equate to the 
ability to interpret and create images in a critical way; this ability is called visual literacy. For 
example, Felten (2008) pointed out the gap from living surrounded by images and the ability 
to understand them:  
            Living in an image-rich world, however, does not mean students […] naturally 
possess sophisticated visual literacy skills, just as continually listening to an iPod 
does not teach a person to critically analyze or create music. Instead, visual literacy 
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involves the ability to understand, produce, and use culturally significant images, 
objects, and visible actions. (p. 60) 
To advance this argument, Brumberger (2011) conducted a research study and found 
that “overall, these students are not particularly adept at reading factual clues in images” (p. 
37). Brumberger’s study was comprised of a survey on 485 students at Virginia Tech in 
2009. The questions were varied but related to students’ use of technology as well as their 
self-reported skills, and difficulties in assessing visual literacy skill-levels, which the results 
indicated as limited. “Though an ever-expanding literature exists on teaching visual literacy 
skills in higher education (Felten, 2008), only a handful of studies measuring students’ 
general visual literacy skills have been published (Arneson & Offerdahl, 2018; Arslan & 
Nalinci, 2014; Brumberger, 2011). Not many studies exploring the impact formal instruction 
has on students’ visual literacy skills have been reported (Hollman, 2014; Linenberger, & 
Holme, 2014; Yeh, 2010, as cited in Palmer and Matthews, 2015, pp. 1-2). 
There is a need to further develop studies that focus on the measurement of general 
visual literacy skills as mentioned by Palmer and Matthews. Therefore, this researcher has 
supported the development of these studies with a focus on visual literacy as its own 
discipline by developing a VL curriculum and proposing a method for delivery and 
measurement of effectiveness. The VL curriculum is especially important, since “the 
communication and information revolution has brought about a rather imperialistic in nature, 
visual culture” (Avgerinou, 2009, p. 32) where the new student is inundated by visuals, but 
the educational approach has remained much of the same, that is, mostly focused on verbal 
literacy.  
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“Educators need to recognize that all teaching and learning experiences involve 
communication and that communication cannot any longer be limited to spoken or written 
word” (Avgerinou, 2009, p. 32). When considering the new classroom environment, it is 
imperative to explore, visual literacy needs to be explored as a way to strengthen students’ 
skills to succeed in the image-heavy world. “Simply making something visual doesn’t ensure 
that students will be critical in their visual choices. Richard Saul Wurman, in his book, 
Information Anxiety, […] argued that there is no lack of information in today’s media-rich 
environment. What we lack is understanding” (as cited in Davis, 2017, p. 181). Therefore, 
the focus needs to go beyond giving visual making tools but developing the visual and 
critical thinking skills necessary to navigate this new environment. 
“Seeing comes before words. The child looks and recognizes before it can speak” 
(Berger, p. 7). Much of life is based on what is seen, however, once we learn a language, 
most of the time is devoted to written literacy. Some have said that because people are aware 
of textual rhetoric they may not be as aware of visual rhetoric, which brings visual media to 
create an illusion of  “gazing out of a window into the real world” (Gurri et al., p. 102). This 
makes the visual material to be felt more intensely than text and, paired with the lack of 
visual literacy skills, can cloud judgements of visual materials (as cited in Gurri et al., p 102).  
“Neuroscientists now know that the brain begins to categorize and make sense of an 
image within 150 milliseconds of the first glimpse” (Apkon, p. 76). There is no time between 
seeing an image and reacting to it, therefore, learning to critically step back from an image 
and understand its meaning is imperative in this reactive-media world. This overflow of 
information can be overwhelming, so understanding that “[a]ccording to Goffman (1974), 
audiences actively classify and organize their life experiences to make sense of them” (as 
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cited in Rodriguez & Dimitrova, 2011, p. 49) through the use of frames as “mental maps” 
(Rodriguez & Dimitrova, 2011, p. 49).  
Framing theory is another traditional mass communication theory developed in the 
1970s based on how the news present information and how audiences understand them. 
Entman (1991, as cited in Rodriguz & Dimitrova, 2011, p. 49) “proposed that news frames 
exist at two levels: as mentally stored principles for information processing (audience 
frames) and as characteristics of the news itself (news frames)” (Rodriguez & Dimitrova, 
2011, p. 49). Therefore, how people understand the news relies on how the news is presented 
– news frames – and how they process information – audience frames. Visual Framing is a 
branch of study from Framing Theory that evaluates images for the frames they represent.  
            Visuals, like text, can operate as framing devices insofar as they make use of various 
rhetorical tools—metaphors, depictions, symbols—that purport to capture the essence 
of an issue or event graphically. Through the application of these devices, a salient 
idea becomes easier to understand and easier to remember than other ideas. 
(Entman, 1991, as cited in Rodriguez & Dimitrova, 2011, p. 51) 
Added to the frames applied to how news images are represented is the lack of tools 
to critically analyze images: “Not only do we see still and moving images on the screens that 
surround us daily, but new tools make it simple for ordinary people to create, manipulate, and 
share images like never before” (Little et al., p. 44). This should be combined with the time 
spent in front of screens are defining characteristics of this generation.  
The time spent on screens might also impact people’s perception of the world. 
Through a modern interpretation of Cultivation Theory, one can predict and assess the digital 
environment’s effect on people. Cultivation theory is a traditional mass communication 
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theory that focuses on the heavy media users and how they are affected. This theory was 
developed by George Gerbner in the late 1960s as “[c]ultivation analysis focuses on the 
consequences of exposure to its recurrent patterns of stories, images, and messages.  
Our theories of the cultivation process attempt to understand and explain the 
dynamics of television as the distinctive and dominant cultural force of our age” (Gerbner, 
1998, p. 191). “Those who spend more time watching television are more likely to perceive 
the real world in ways that reflect the most common and recurrent messages of the world of 
fictional television” (Morgan & Shanahan, 2010). The pervasiveness of screens in students’ 
daily lives can also change their perception of reality. “The notion is that living in a symbolic 
environment in which certain types of institutions with certain types of objectives create 
certain types of messages, tends to cultivate (support, sustain, and nourish) certain types of 
collective consciousness” (Morgan & Shanahan, 2010). The more one lives in the screen 
world the more it defines one’s reality.  
One of the most popular examples of Cultivation Theory is the perception of violent 
crimes in society:  
A Gallup survey by McCarthy [21] found a fairly dramatic decreasing trend in violent 
crime rates in the U.S. In a natural situation, it could be expected that a drop from an 
80 percent crime rate in 1993 to a 20% crime rate in 2014 would be felt among 
members of the social community. That is, safety within the community will naturally 
be promoted and people will tend to have less fear of crime. […] However, the same 
study reported that the U.S. people’s understanding of crime statistics was in fact the 
opposite. Most tended to think there was an increase in crime rates as compared to 
previous years. (Alitavoli & Kaveh, 2018, pp. 4-5) 
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Therefore, the fear of crime has to do with what is seen in media rather than actual data on 
how crime rates are dropping throughout the country. Even though the theory focuses on 
exposure, I considered the concept that visual literacy skills can help individuals be more 
cognizant of the media they consume and, therefore, diminish the amount of influence media 
has over them.  
From this perspective, I perceived there is a necessity to develop a method to deliver 
the content to address visual literacy deprivation in the general population. At first, coming 
from a traditional graphic design background, developing an app and a website seemed like 
good ideas, or even a pair of book and website, maybe even exploring with augmented 
reality. However, my own interest in higher education and college teaching led me to think 
about the population I have most contact to at this moment, which is the “Generation Z”. 
Therefore, for me to reach these students, as the generation that spends the most time in front 
of screens, I needed to develop a curriculum that connects visual literacy to what they will 
experience in their lives. One way to deliver such a visual literacy curriculum is through 
higher education where students are preparing to start their careers. 
When considering an approach to reach these students by offering a specific class, I 
applied to teach the class as an Honors course at Iowa State University. However, it appeared 
that the class description and title I proposed were not enough to get students interested in 
joining, so the class was dropped. Nevertheless, I still decided to move forward with the 
development of the curriculum as the need is still there. This time, I could delve deeper into 
teaching methodologies and exploring the overlap between the skills necessary to build 
visual literacy and what is covered in traditional graphic design courses. Thus, I first needed 
to see what other professors were doing in the classroom with visual literacy methodologies. 
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Visual Literacy in the Classroom 
Visual Literacy can be defined as the “ability to understand, produce, and use 
culturally significant images, objects, and visible actions” (Felten, 2008, p. 60). The annual 
report of The Association of American Colleges & Universities (2002), entitled Greater 
Expectation, previously mentioned the capacity of the student to visually communicate as 
necessary for the 21st century student, in which “A” has been added to the former STEM 
acronym (science, technology, engineering, and math). The new acronym STEAM 
acknowledges the importance of the arts (visual learning, creative learning, visual 
thinking…) to the study of science. This inclusion of the visual, or art, being added to the 
student’s toolbox brings positive changes in how students learn and how they view the world. 
“STEAM-based curricula increase motivation, engagement, and effective disciplinary 
learning in STEM areas” (Kang, Park, Kim & Kim as cited in Quigley, Herro, & Jamil, 2017, 
p. 1). The increase in motivation, engagement, and learning can be a result of the ability that 
visual literacy has to create an active learning environment. Bequette and Bequette (as cited 
in Constantino; 2018) encouraged educators “to leverage their disciplinary foundation in 
design, aesthetic, and creative thinking with a STEM focus, making connections especially 
with the problem-solving process in engineering” (p. 101). This highlights the importance of 
visual literacy skills being taught in a multidisciplinary fashion which can be improved by 
learning in a multidisciplinary classroom. 
A study by Bell (2014) supported the effectiveness of visual literacy in student 
learning outcomes. The author tested learning outcomes of two groups learning to draw and 
label a cell in a biology class. Part of the class did it by hand and the other did it through a 
digital program: 
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            The students who learned the material by drawing had a significantly higher average 
grade on the associated quiz compared to that of those who learned the material by 
computer. […] This study provides evidence that drawing by hand is beneficial for 
learning biological images compared to learning the same material on a computer.  
(Bell, 2014, p. 1) 
The current study supported two aspects, the first being the improvement of learning 
through a visual activity and second, the importance of hand drawing to improve learning. 
Beyond distancing students from screens Bell (2014) mentioned “the observation in the 
present study was that there were benefits to learning when drawing by hand” (p. 9) which 
aligns with studies in the field of Embodied Cognition suggesting “that our body is also 
responsible for thinking or problem solving” (Embodied Cognition, n.d.). My hypothesis 
was: Active learning is an integral part of teaching visual literacy, as student participation is 
encouraged and it can help students better connect class content with prior knowledge. 
Active learning as teaching method will be explored later in this study. 
Another example came from an astronomy classroom. Anthony Crider (2015) 
described his experience of showing a mockumentary about how the Moon landing was 
faked by NASA and how it affected his students. “Clicker quizzes showed that while 10 
percent of my students doubted the Moon landing before seeing the video, 50 percent of them 
became doubters after seeing the video” (Crider, 2015, p. 7). After the video he planned to 
show students a blog post from astronomer Phil Plait which broke down the lies in the 
mockumentary; but, even then, that was not enough for the students to revert to the original 
number of non-believers. Crider went on to say how the visual from the video was more 
influential than the written scientific explanations from the blog. This experience caused him 
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to change how he taught astronomy; he would come to use astronomy to “teach them 
[students] how to stay afloat in the stream of visual images in which they will be swimming 
for the rest of their lives” (Crider, 2015, p. 7).  
In his article, Crider (2015) broke down how he teaches students, from reading 
images, plots, and diagrams to writing them. He talked about his colleague, Claudine 
Moreau, and how she used a technique of white boards for students to answer questions with 
plotted diagrams. He remarked, “[a]t first, student groups did not take ‘drawing’ very 
seriously, spending more time embellishing their responses with cartoons than answering the 
questions. However, as the semester progressed, they treated it like a regular part of the 
class” (p. 14). Students would then create diagrams for their answers, display them in front of 
the class, and then critique each other. This became an easier way for Moreau to assess 
students’ progress. However, beyond changing his methodology he also lead the students 
through a critical analysis of the mockumentary and helped them navigate its arguments, 
bringing the number of students who believed in the Moon landing back to 90 percent (it 
took some extra materials to convince all of them).  
Therefore, it is not enough to focus on written skills; there is a need to include visual 
literacy education in the core curriculum. Since 45% of teenagers declare to be online almost 
constantly, and with YouTube, Instagram, and Snapchat being the top 3 platforms (Anderson 
& Jiang, 2018, p. 2), what they appear to have in common is how central image is to the 
overall product. These are the students in the classroom today; they grew up within this 
environment and, therefore, their higher education experience should mirror what their 
experience.  
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Much has been developed over what visual literacy means and what constitutes as 
visual literacy (Avgerinou & Pettersson, 2011; Association of College & Research Libraries 
[ACRL]; 2011; Felten, 2008) and its applications within other disciplines (Bell, 2014; Crider, 
2015; Palmer & Matthews, 2015; Slater, 2010), but focusing on visual literacy as its own 
discipline has been a slow development: 
[…] intended to move visual studies out of its specialization in postgraduate 
education, and to nourish debate on the place of the visual in the university as a 
whole. My hope is that in a few years, universities will take up the challenge of 
providing a visual “core curriculum” for all students. Images are central to our lives, 
and it is time they became central in our university. (Elkins, 2008, p. 8) 
Echoing on this need, the development was started for a visual literacy curriculum for 
a stand-alone course planned for undergraduate students of multiple disciplines. First, there 
was a need to identify the learning objectives and skills necessary for a visually literate 
individual. In the article “What does it mean to be visually literate? Examination of visual 
literacy definitions in a context of higher education” (Kędra, 2018), the author started by 
acknowledging how many different terms that surround visual literacy have been re-defined 
and how there has been no consensus over a clear and agreed definition (p. 69). Therefore, 
through this study, Kędra compiled visual literacy definitions and associated skills and 
described what skills, abilities, and competencies that visually literate individuals should 
demonstrate. She described the study as “a starting point for further research on VL (visual 
literacy) education” (p. 81).  
By utilizing Kędra’s (2018) work as a starting point, I approached the development of 
the course from a graphic designer’s perspective. Since graphic design is defined as visual 
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communication and visual literacy is, even if indirectly, a part of the core curriculum of 
graphic design, it seemed appropriate to look at this discipline when developing learning 
objectives, lectures, and assessments. The following chapters will explain how Kędra’s work 
informed the course development arriving at teaching delivery methodologies, examples of 
lectures, and assignments.  
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CHAPTER 3. DEVELOPING VISUAL LITERACY CURRICULUM 
The objective for developing a curriculum for teaching visual literacy skills was to 
give students the necessary tools to navigate the 21st century digital environment The purpose 
of this curriculum was to prepare undergraduate students to: critically analyze, create, and 
apply images to their personal and professional lives through questioning visual cultural 
materials, understanding visual communication practices, and effectively assessing images 
and their importance. The starting point was an analysis of the work by Kędra (2018), 
entitled “What does it mean to be visually literate? Examination of visual literacy definitions 
in a context of higher education,” which helped situate this curriculum development within 
the greater visual literacy discipline. In the article, Kędra (2018) highlighted the importance 
of moving forward toward teaching visual literacy instead of raising more debate regarding 
its definition. In her analysis of visual literacy, Kędra juxtaposed 11 different visual literacy 
definitions from the last 50 years and delineated the most important categories that 
overlapped from these definitions. She divided the specific skills into three categories: (1) 
“visual reading skills,” (2) “visual writing skills,” and (3) “other visual literacy skills” 
(see Table 1).  
Kędra (2018) then subdivided each into more specific skills. Visual reading 
incorporates five skills: interpretation, analysis, understanding; visual perception; 
evaluation; knowledge of grammar and syntax; translation (visual-verbal-visual), as 
illustrated in Table 2. These skills and themes are “essential for everyday conscious 
encounter with everything we see” (Kędra, 2018, p. 72), especially when most encounters 
happen online given that 45% of teens report being online on a near-constant basis (Anderson 








Table 1.  Kędra’s Table of Juxtaposed VL Definitions (2018, pp. 74–75) 
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Table 2.  Definition of visual reading skills (Kędra, 2018, p. 76) 
 
Under visual writing, the skills are: “visual communication, visual creation and 
image production, and image use” (see Table 3). This category is “defined not only as an 
image creation process, but also as an ability to use visual for intentional communication” 
(emphasis added, Kędra, 2018, p. 76), meaning that even if utilizing found imagery for 
development of visual communication pieces, students should have the necessary skills of 
image citation and knowledge of fair use laws and copyright. 




For the last category, “other visual literacy skills”, Kędra mentioned three skills: 
visual thinking, visual learning, and applied image use (see Table 4). The first skill 
highlights the importance to think in terms of images, which as a “result of visual education – 
the more learners interact with images in a systematic way, the more they learn to see” 
(Kędra, 2018, p. 78) and not as a result of seeing images in everyday life. There is a necessity 
for systemic education for this skill to be fully developed (see Cappello & Walker, 2016; 
Yenawine & Miller, 2014, for Visual Thinking Strategies in the classroom). “Applied image 
use” is the last skill under this category and relates to the ability to “cite visual, with respect 
to ethical and copyright issues” and the ability to “spot a need for visual materials” (p. 78) 
which is ever more important in the world of search engines, where copyright laws and fair 
use laws can be confusing. 
Table 4.  Definition of other visual literacy skills (Kędra, 2018, p. 80) 
 
After analyzing each category, connecting the skills to specific content was relevant 
for the development of the curriculum. Influenced by graphic design education, the following 
content was chosen. Theories and aspects which support each of Ledra’s three VL skills 
categories: visual reading skills, visual writing skills, and other VL skills are depicted in 
Figure 1 – 3. 
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Source: A. Berger (2012); Avgerinou (2009); Emanuel et al. (2016); Howells & Negreigors 
(2012); J. Berger (1972); Malnar (2004); Neill (n.d.). Design and information graphic 
development by Vitoria Faccin-Herman 
Figure 1. Visual organization of content under the skills presented by Kędra 
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Source: A. Gerber (2012); Crider (2015); Lupton & Phillips (2015); Davis & Hunt (2017). 
Figure 2. Visual explication of the different content to be covered under each skill 
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Figure 3. Visual representations of what the other skills represent 
 
Additionally,  the content in the different categories proposed by Kędra was analyzed 
and investigated. Based on the identified content from figures 1 to 3, below is an initial 
iteration brainstorming of content necessary to support the teaching of visual literacy: 
 Elements and principles of design 
 Gestalt Theory 
 Sociocultural aspects that influence interpretation of images 
 Visual Perception 
 Semiotics/Iconology/Hermeneutics 
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 Communication Models as analysis, interpretation, and understanding of images 
 Verbal-visual-verbal translation 
 Alternative ways of notetaking 
 Color Theory 
 Typography 
 Creation of images: presentation, ads, photographs, videos, illustrations… 
 Copyright Law, Fair Use, and citing images 
 Data visualization 
 Diagrams 
 Infographics 
The list, as well as the content delineated in the categories introduced by Kędra were 
somewhat overlapping in approach. Table 5 visualizes the connection between Kędra’s skills 
and the content list to better understand the relationships and strategize the development of 
the curriculum. This visualization assists in connecting and simplifying both lists to facilitate 
the evolution towards a comprehensive visual literacy curriculum as explored through this 
thesis research. 
The visual literacy curriculum can take many forms in its application. The content, as 
shown in Table 5, color codes the curriculum into the three skills which can be expanded and 
contracted as needed for delivery. At a base level, focusing on visual perception and its 
elements, communication models as analysis tools, color theory, typography, creation and 
use of images, and copyright fair use laws and citing images facilitates delivery while not 
detracting from the main objective of teaching visual literacy. At a higher level, to provide 
scaffolded learning and to elevate VL skills students should also learn the elements and 
principles of design, have a deeper understanding of image analysis theories (semiotics,  
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Table 5. Visualizing Kędra’s skills and proposed content connections and overlaps 
 KEDRA’S SKILLS CONTENT 
1. Visual Reading Interpretation, Analysis, and 
Understanding 
Elements and principles of design 
Visual Perception Gestalt Theory 
Evaluation Sociocultural aspects that influence 
interpretation of images 
Knowledge of Grammar and Syntax Visual Perception 
Translation verbal-visual-verbal Semiotics/Iconology/Hermeneutics… 
Visual communication Communication Models as analysis, 
interpretation, and understanding of 
images 
2. Visual Writing Visual creation and image production Verbal-visual-verbal translation 
Image use Alternative ways of notetaking 
3. Other VL skills Visual Thinking Color Theory 
Visual Learning Typography 
Applied Image Use Creation of images: presentation, ads, 
photographs, videos, illustrations… 
Copyright Law, Fair Use, and citing 
images 
Data visualization, Diagrams, 
Infographics 
Key: Red – Visual Reading skills; Green – Visual Writing; Blue – Other Visual Literacy Skills. 
iconology, hermeneutics…), further comprehension and practice of methods of image 
creation, and explore data visualization techniques. 
After additional rounds of reviews, these categories were streamlined, and some skills 
changed categories. The first change I proposed was to “other visual literacy skills.” When 
describing each of the skills in the category, one can see the important role the skills play in 
developing overall visual literacy skills. However, the title of the category seemed to 
underplay the importance of the skills when compared to visual reading and writing; 
therefore, it was changed to supporting visual literacy skills. Visual thinking and visual 
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learning are almost impossible to measure through assessment and are developed intrinsically 
as they are “the result of visual education – the more learners interact with images in a 
systematic way, the more they learn to see” (Kędra, 2018, p. 79), which further connects 
these skills to the other categories. This quotation also introduced the need for a course in VL 
to focus on presenting images for discussion and interaction focusing on interpretation versus 
passive lectures. Additional details on course delivery methodologies will be provided in 
later chapters. 
The skill of evaluation and the skill knowledge of grammar and syntax under visual 
reading skills overlap because to be able to evaluate an image, students should have 
knowledge of the vocabulary of visual grammar to build their rationale. Another example is 
image use under visual writing skills and applied image use under other visual literacy 
skills; these two appear to be talking about similar skills. Therefore, to advance Kędra’s 
theory and build a comprehensive curriculum, some influence was taken from Graphic 
design’s key theories and educational concepts that matched Kędra’s proposed competencies. 
Another proposed adjustment from Kędra’s original premise is for the first two skills 
(reading and writing) meaning and making meaning (see Figure 4). The reason for this 
change is that both image reading and image writing relate to the word interpretation and 
its two meanings: “an explanation or way of explaining” and “a stylistic representation of a 
creative work or dramatic role” (Interpretation | Definition of Interpretation by Lexico, n.d.). 
Therefore, image reading relates to explaining meaning and image writing relates to 





Source: What does it mean to be visually literate? Examination of visual literacy definitions in a context of higher education. 
Journal of Visual Literacy, 37(2), 67–84. https://doi.org/10.1080/1051144X.2018.1492234 
Figure 4. From Kędra’s Categories to Meaning, Making Meaning, and Supporting VL Skills    
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For meaning, understanding Principles of Visual Perception through Gestalt theory, 
color theory, and typographic considerations can fulfill Kędra’s (2018) “knowledge of 
grammar and syntax” and “interpretation, analysis, and understanding” (p. 76). In addition, 
introducing the students to a systematic approach to interpreting images is important for 
achieving the goals of “evaluation”, “visual perception,” and again “interpretation, analysis, 
understanding” (p. 76) as it gives students better observation skill (see Costantino, 2018; 
Grant & Patterson, 2016; Gurwin et al., 2018; Pellico et al., 2009). To achieve this 
Lasswell’s communication model and Berger’s (2012) communication model combined were 
proposed, as outlined in the following paragraphs. 
In the book, Seeing is Believing, Arthur Asa Burger (2012) gave a primer in 
communication theory by presenting Lasswell’s model of communication theory, which is: 
“Who? Says what? in Which Channel? to Whom? With what effect?” (p. 34). Lasswell’s 
model was used in context of mass communication, but A. Berger then overlaid it with his 
own model “focuses on the relationships that exist among a work of art, the audience for 
whom it is intended, the medium used, the artist, and society. These are what I call the focal 
points, which can be used in the communication process” (p 35), arriving at Figure 5. When 
the two models are overlaid, a simple and accessible method for reading images is created. 
The arrows in Figure 5 represent how each element is connected to the other influencing 
meaning. This method can clarify confusion and enable students to acquire the necessary 
skills to understand the images they encounter even though the brain processes images in a 




Figure 5.  Berger’s and Lasswell’s models overlaid (Berger, 2012) 
 
In the making meaning category, the content focuses on the application of the 
concepts that were covered in the meaning category (principles of visual perception, color 
theory, typographic considerations) in addition to plagiarism, copyright laws, and 
representation of information. This category lends itself to the development of hands-on 
projects to better analyze students’ grasp of these new concepts. It also highlights the 
importance of knowing where to find images that are available for personal or commercial 
use (learning about copyright law and other fair use laws). This matches Kędra’s 
“evaluation” category as well as “applied image use” (2018, pp. 76 & 80). 
The final category, supporting VL skills focuses on visual thinking and visual 
learning as skills that are developed through the critical and systematic encounter with 
images. These skills are difficult to measure through classic assessment; therefore, their 
development is intrinsic. Originally, this category carried “applied image use”; however, 
since using images that are available online, or otherwise, to develop meaning is an 
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acceptable way to communicate visually, it is now positioned under making meaning. 
Therefore, those who are not as proficient in creating images by themselves may utilize 
available imagery to communicate their own meanings, especially when learning about 
copyright and fair use laws. One element that can guide this development is the mindful use 
of critique and feedback in the classroom. Following is a description of pedagogical 
application of critique by Motley (2015), associate professor of communication design at 
Elon University: 
            For educational purposes, critiques can help students see their own work clearly, 
understand its strengths and weaknesses, and determine problems they have not 
perceived on their own […] In general, critiques possess specific qualities: they are 
focused—activities centered around specific works; reflective—students must 
consider what is successful and why; verbal—students must articulate their 
observations; and forward-looking—critiques are designed for improving future 
efforts. (p. 79) 
From Motley’s description, the use of critique as pedagogical tool can work toward 
what Kędra (2018) described as visual-verbal-visual translation. Students need to critically 
analyze their work to build goals of development for their work, practice using the 
vocabulary necessary, and must understand what a successful work is through reflection. 
Therefore, critique can aid students in developing visual thinking and learning skills.  
Through building upon Kędra’s categories, descriptions, and consolidating the main 
ideas, and arriving at meaning, making meaning, and supporting skills the development of 
a curriculum becomes more grounded and focused. The elaboration of goals, outcomes and 
content for the acquisition of visual literacy skills leads to concrete paths for teaching 
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opportunities and learning measurements. Upon completion students need to have a critical 
understanding of images and how to best use them to share ideas. This overarching goal can 
be used as a guide for the different forms of delivery as it summarizes the main objective of 
this thesis. The first iteration of the course level goals was developed focusing on the need to 
target specific content.  
 Cite images properly 
 Understand copyright issues and fair use laws 
 Think critically about their own image and media consumption 
 Be aware of the role images play in their lives 
 Interpret and analyze images from different mediums 
 Demonstrate knowledge of image grammar and syntax 
 Discuss the effect of social-cultural constructs on image meaning 
 Experiment with making meaning through images 
 Develop visual thinking skills 
 Justify visual application and decision making 
Biggs’ et al. (2011) structure for intended learning outcomes (ILOs) makes the 
intention for the goal clearer and easier to produce assessments. However, the goals proposed 
in the prior list did not follow Biggs et al (2011) structure. Therefore, there was a need to 
streamline the goals for a more cohesive set which was achieve through many iterations. The 
relationship between goals and content were developed as follows (see Tables 6 – 10. Citing 
images as a single goal is too specific, thus it can be a lecture goal but not an overarching 
curriculum goal; typography was added in content per its importance in conveying meaning 
through letterforms; selecting better vocabulary to frame the goals form Bloom’s Taxonomy 
(2010); being explicit regarding how the goal is applied and measured; and aligning the new 




    
 




    
     
 
  
  Table 7. Relating goals with Bloom’s Taxonomy and assessment options 



























Table 10. Arriving at the final list of level 1 curriculum goals and necessary content 
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Three intended learning outcomes (ILOs) were developed following Biggs et al. 
(2011) definition of ILOs in Teaching for Quality Learning at University: What the Student 
Does: 
            These need to be stated in such a way that they stipulate: the verb at the appropriate 
level of understanding or of performance intended; the topic content the verb is meant 
to address, the object of the verb in other words; the context of the content discipline 
in which the verb is to be deployed [emphasis in original]. (p. 125) 
The methodology for developing learning outcomes results in statements that cover the 
course’s expectations from delivery to measurement of learning. This will enable students to 
be aware of what learning will occur, how they will be assessed, and what can they expect 
from undergoing this learning opportunity. VL Overall Curriculum Outcomes:  
1. When faced with images from any medium, students will be able to critically 
analyze its meaning by using communication models as image analysis tools.  
2. To communicate ideas students will compose images and layouts and justify their 
choices by applying principles of visual perception, color theory, and typography.  
3. Throughout the course, students will be exposed to critique techniques and 
opportunities of iteration. They will be tasked to assess their own work and 
others’ through group critique and feedback charts. 
           The goals represent a foundational level of visual literacy and can be adapted to cover 
higher-level content if this curriculum were to be delivered in more than one semester. For 
the development of goals for higher-level delivery, image analysis theories could be 
incorporated, for example: iconology, form, art history, ideology, semiotics, and 
hermeneutics (Howells & Negreiros, 2012). These theories offer an in-depth exploration 
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“what it means and how that meaning is communicated” (Howells & Negreiros, 2012, p. 1). 
Another proposed addition to the high-level goals are the elements and principles of design.  
The curriculum is proposed for a range of disciplines. Because the elements and 
principles of design are specific to graphic design – and contribute to advanced image 
making – they have been omitted in the first-level goals and content of this proposed visual 
literacy curriculum. At a first level, it is important to give the non-designer a general 
understanding of how the brain processes and organizes visual information and how it 
translates to building effective messages visually. Based on Dondis (1974), there are three 
levels of expression and reception of visual perception (representational, abstract and 
symbolical) and “[t]o be visually literate, it is extremely necessary that the creator of the 
visual work be aware of each of these levels; but also it is important that the viewer or 
subject have equal awareness of them” (Dondis, 1974, p. 82). Therefore, given the ILOs 
presented here, a proposed delivery method was developed and will be introduced in the 
following chapter.  
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CHAPTER 4. VISUAL LITERACY CURRICULUM DELIVERY PROPOSAL 
This chapter discusses content covered relevant to the acquisition of visual literacy To 
better illustrate the delivery of this curriculum at am introductory level,. Figure 6 shows the 
structure of a proposed visual literacy course. This course would be executed through twelve 
class sessions. Figure 6 illustrates the name of the four-class blocks and their respective 
learning objectives, how much of each visual literacy category (which was previously 
defined as meaning, making meaning, and supporting skills) will be focused on in each 
class, and also pre- and post-assessments that frame the course. Currently the development of 
the course focuses on in-person delivery and, consequently, lectures and assessments 
included in this thesis have been designed for this environment. The overarching goal is to 
build students’ skills on visual literacy through exploring the visual environment; from 
interpreting meaning to making meaning and finding ways to share their own interests 
visually. The goal will be achieved by applying the ILOs proposed in Chapter 3 and focusing 
on the following categories and content: 
Meaning: To learn how meaning is made and how to interpret meaning through principles of 
visual perception, color theory, typographic consideration, and utilizing a visual 
analysis tool for ease of understanding image dynamics. 
Making meaning: To utilize the prior knowledge to build images (layouts, presentations, 
photographs) to best communicate visually. 
Supporting VL Skills: through systematic encounter with images in class, visual thinking 
and learning happen intrinsically. Also, utilizing critique methods and self-evaluation 
methods offer an opportunity for the student to analyze their own acquisition and 




   
 
Figure 6.  Course structure presenting content, themes, and ILOs for each class session 
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To best understand the course’s effectiveness in teaching visual literacy pre- and post-
assessments are proposed as a way to analyze student learning. The pre- and post-
assessments are a combination of formative and summative assessments designed to gather 
information on students’ visual literacy abilities prior and after completion of the course. 
“Formative assessment involves gathering data for improving student learning, whereas 
summative assessment uses data to assess about how much a student knows or has retained at 
the completion of a learning sequence” (American Educational Research Association, 
American Psychological Association, & the National Council on Measurement in Education 
[AERA, APA & NCME], 2014, as cited in Dixson & Worrell, 2016, p. 153).  
Two methods of acquiring data are suggested to evaluate learning and curriculum 
effectiveness. The first data set will be collected as a self-reported survey on a Likert scale 
(see Table 11).  
            Likert Scales have the advantage that they do not expect a simple yes / no answer 
from the respondent, but rather allow for degrees of opinion, and even no opinion at 
all. Therefore, quantitative data is obtained, which means that the data can be 
analyzed with relative ease. Offering anonymity on self-administered questionnaires 
should further reduce social pressure, and thus may likewise reduce social desirability 
bias. (McLeod, 2008) 
The survey will be launched jointly with the pre- and post-assessments. The questions 
would remain the same for best “pre” and “post” comparison. These qualitative data offer 
information regarding students’ perceived learning from the course. Survey questions were 
developed based on Kędra’s skill sets iterated in Chapter 2 of this thesis, as well as the set of 
visual literacy skills described in the text: 21st Century Skills: Literacy in   
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Table 11. Proposed survey of student reported VL skills 
1. I know how to utilize tools in my computer to create visually compelling presentations. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
2. I am able to easily analyze images to understand its meaning based on content and social context. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
3. I can effectively offer and receive feedback to and from my peers. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
4. I understand the basics of visual perception, color theory, and typography. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
5. I know how to select images (and use best practices of copyright laws and fair use) that best relate to 
the meaning I am trying to convey. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
 
the Digital Age (2003, as cited in Brumberger 2011, p. 21). Additionally, an instructor’s 
analysis of student learning will be achieved from reviewing the “show-and-tell” assignment 
presented at the start of the course and repeated at the end. The same proposed rubric should 
be utilized and for both observations (see Table 12). The focus in the pre-assessment will be 
on the criteria that need greater attention during instruction, whereas in the post-assessment 
the criteria will provide an indication of student learning. 
The use of four data sets to cross-reference (quantitative data from the surveys and 
qualitative data from the observations) will provide a greater in-depth evaluation of the 
curriculum proposed in this thesis research. “Combined methodological approaches using 
observational and self-reported evidence can improve our understanding of qualitative 
variation in student learning” (Ellis et al., 2017, p. 159), therefore, providing a detailed 
understanding of students’ knowledge of visual literacy before and after the course.  
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Table 12. Proposed rubric for evaluation of “show-and-tell” 
Show & tell presentation: Visual literacy skills: the successful use of images to represent ideas and concepts. 




technology available and 
developed their own 
presentation layout. 
Used a provided 
template but 
modified it to fit 
the content and 
concept. 
Created their own 
layout but the 
relationship between 
the visuals chosen 
and the content do not 
match. 
Used a ready 
template that did 
not match the 
content. 
CITING IMAGES AND 
SOURCES 
All images that were not 











The choice of images 
matched the content 
being conveyed. 





distracted from the 
content. 
No images/bad use 
of images. 




The pre-assessment in the form of a “show-and-tell” presentation is formative and 
low stakes in nature, and can be used as an indicator of students’ current level of VL skills to 
inform the instructors of the areas in which to focus on throughout the course. There should 
be flexibility in the development of the lessons to best associate the content to the students’ 
needs and interests to enhance their motivation. This claim is based on Self-Determination 
Theory which argues that there are three psychological needs: “competence (feeling effective 
and efficacious in one’s behavior), relatedness (feeling close and connected to important 
others), and autonomy (feeling ownership and internal causation of one’s behavior) 
[emphasis added],” (Sheldon & Schüler, 2011, p. 1,107). Therefore, balancing students’ 
needs with class goals will increase relatedness and, consequently, increase motivation. At 
the end of the course, the summative assessment will provide a high-stakes evaluation of the 
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overall evolution of learning. The choice of developing this show-and-tell on a student’s 
favorite topic is another way to ensure there is opportunity for engagement from a range of 
majors in the course. The reason for specifying the use of slides as the delivery tool is the 
ease of accessibility and each user’s familiarity with it.  
The post-assessment will take the form of a final presentation delivered for the entire 
class after three steps of iteration over the last four sessions. The topic should remain the 
same across the two to better compare the “pre” and “post” data. Because the target audience 
for this curriculum is non-designer, there needs to be a personal connection (sharing 
information the students’ care about) to increase commitment and interest in the course. This 
may also aid in clarification of the primary goal of the course for non-designers: learning 
ways to better communicate visually to share ideas more effectively.  
Cultural Context and Implications of the Image 
The first four sessions are thematically grouped as cultural context and implications 
on image. The intent in these sessions is to address the social-cultural context and associated 
factors which contribute to the creation of meaning within images as well as formal elements 
that compose an image or layout. “Many of the guidelines for understanding the meaning in 
visual form, the syntactical potential of structure in visual literacy, stem from the 
investigation of the process of human perception” (Dondis, 1974, p. 20). Therefore, the 
proposed content covers: principles of visual perception, color theory, typographic 
considerations, and the use of communication models as image analysis tools. As a 
disclaimer, it is understood, the study and understanding of typography is t is an extensive 
and in-depth pursuit in the study of graphic design.  
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However, since this course does not aim to teach graphic design, typography will be 
treated on a fundamental level, as it is an important aspect of visual communication. Much of 
what we see today is a mix of images and words, when 94% use YouTube, 80% use 
Facebook, 78% use Snapchat, 71% use Instagram, and 45% use Twitter (Smith & Anderson, 
2018) and what most of these sites have in common is that they “[…] rely on charts, graphs, 
photographs, and videos to entice users to engage with their content” (Thompson, 2019, p. 
2). Therefore, knowing how effective typographic choices enhances meaning development is 
a key skill in visual literacy. In summary, these sessions should focus on the elements that 
compose a layout and how each one of them contributes to building meaning.  
            All messages include elements – words, images, and/or symbols – that contribute to 
the construction of meaning. […] We make different assumptions about a photograph 
versus a drawing and respond according to expectations built through prior 
experience with representation and their contexts. […] Composition communicates a 
hierarchy of importance among elements and provides information about relevant 
interactions among particular components of a message. (Davis & Hunt, 2017, p. 33) 
The principles of visual perception are based on visual perception and its relationship 
to Gestalt Theory and its elements. To delineate the content, it is important to keep in mind 
the level of the course and its goals. Visual perception can be extensive and cumbersome, but 
it “can be useful in building vocabulary, in evaluating visual arts products, and as a basis for 
constructive criticism” (Young, 1985, p. 25). One way to explain to students how humans 
perceive images is through naming three levels of representation, abstraction, and symbolism 
(Dondis, (1974): 
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            We express and receive visual messages on three levels: representationally – what we 
see and recognize from environment and experience; abstractly – the kinesthetic 
quality of a visual event reduced to the basic elemental visual components, 
emphasizing the more direct, emotional, even primitive message-making means; 
symbolically – the vast world of coded symbol systems which man has created 
arbitrarily, and to which he has attached meaning [emphasis in original]. (Dondis, 
1974, p. 67)  
This understanding is relevant to introduce students to how meaning is built without 
getting too deep into visual analysis theories. Theories such as this would be delved into at a 
secondary level of VL curriculum as discussed in Chapter 3. For comprehension at this level, 
it is important for students to understand how the brain processes visual images almost 
instantaneously (Apkon, 2013) considering its complex set of contexts and meaning as well 
as how subjective it is for each viewer. 
Principles of visual perception are built upon Gestalt Theory. Gestalt theory was 
“developed by experimental psychologists in Germany at the beginning of the twentieth 
century, Gestalt refers to the perception of an organized whole that is more than the sum of 
its parts. Gestalt principles include figure-ground, balance, proximity, similarity, and closure 
shown in Figure 7 (Berger, 2012; Davis & Hunt, 2017; Dondis, 1974; Lupton & Phillips, 
2015; Young, 1985). These elements refer to the brain’s capacity of ordering visual 
information and seeing patterns (Lupton & Phillips, 2015, p. 99), and in visual 
communication, how information is organized to avoid confusion and ambiguity. To best 
convey this to students, it is important to show examples of successful visual communication 
and ones that need improvement. 
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Source: Berger, 2012; Davis & Hunt, 2017; Dondis, 1974; Lupton & Philips, 2015.  
Figure 7.  Visual examples of Gestalt Theory principles 
 
Key to the implications and context of images in a VL curriculum is an understanding 
regarding how different rendering of images affects meaning, from Davis and Hunt (2017): 
            A drawing of a tool, for example, communicates differently from a photograph of the 
same objects. We understand that in rendering the illustrations, the designer chooses 
to include some features and to eliminate others. The quality of the rendering says 
something about the communication goal of the designer. A technical drawing 
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executed on the computer evokes a different meaning (cool, clinical, precise) from a 
gestural marker drawing of the object in action (imperfect, human, expressive). In 
other words, most audiences assume some subjective intent in the choice to hand 
render an object through drawing rather than through other media. (p. 21) 
Therefore, choosing to create an image or utilizing an existing one can detract or enhance 
meaning given the rendering considerations. This falls under the representational quality of 
the image that is mentioned by Dondis (1974), “what we see and recognize from 
environment and experience” (p. 67). Other parts of the image that need consideration are 
color and typography which more clearly fall under abstraction and symbolism. It is 
important to note that, even though these three levels have their own characteristics they are 
not isolated but, instead, they “overlap, interact, and enhance the individual qualities of each 
other” (Dondis, 1974, p. 82). 
Color “can convey a mood, describe reality, or codify information” (Lupton & 
Phillips, 2013, p. 81). It is a complex and vast subject that shifts with culture. “We process 
[color] physiologically, cognitively, psychologically, and culturally, forming our 
interpretations through unpredictable applications of these various perspective” (Davis & 
Hunt, 2017). The main aspects that need to be covered are the color wheel as a key tool, 
color relationships, color contrast, how culture shapes the understanding of color, and color 
psychology (how colors affect feelings) and how that is utilized in visual communication 
(Berger, 2012). Figure 8 illustrates different color relationships.  
Typography is another area of knowledge that is vast and, in graphic design programs, has its 
own courses and engages students and designers in study for the entirety of their careers. In 
this course, however, typography will be covered at a fundamental level to  
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Source: Lupton & Phillips, 2015. 
Figure 8. Color wheel and the different color relationships 
 
teach sound typographical decision making, focused on clarity of information. One “must 
figure out how to select typefaces and how to design […] materials both to communicate 
(that is, achieve clarity) and to be pleasing to readers and viewers” (Berger, 2012, p. 103). 
For this course it is important to cover the different typeface classifications, their elements 
and characteristics, and give students learning opportunities to relate typefaces to abstract 
concepts. One essay cannon in typographic education is “The Crystal Goblet, or Why 
Printing Should Be Invisible” by Beatrice Warde (1930). Although this essay was written 
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ninety years ago, it focuses on typography as a tool for clarity in information. “Type well 
used is invisible as type, just as the perfect talking voice is the unnoticed vehicle for the 
transmission of words, ideas” (Warde, 1930, as cited in Amstrong, 2009, p. 42). This focus 
on typography for clarity is an appropriate requirement for the students in a foundational VL 
course (see Figure 9). 
Once learning the different elements and the relationships that develop images and 
their meanings, it is important to give students a tool for image analysis. Berger (2012) 
proposes a model of image analysis based on Lasswell’s communication model. Lasswell 
developed his communication model in the 1940s based on mass media communication, 
however, its simplicity in approach lends itself to the analysis of images. Berger (2012) 
juxtaposed Lasswell’s model with the author’s own model (see Figure 5). The new model 
provides a guided way to analyze images without going deeply into image analysis theories.  
 
 
Source: Davis & Hunt, 2017; Lupton, 2010.   
Figure 9.  Basics of typography as introduction to choosing type 
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The first four class sessions focused on the foundation of visual literacy skills, 
developing vocabulary and a basic understanding of images and meaning. Upon establishing 
a foundation with these initial sessions, students should arrive at the next portion of the 
course with knowledge of how meaning is built in images, a method of analyzing images, 
and understanding how to utilize tools to build their own images. The following sessions 
offer a hands-on approach allowing students to practice what they have learned to further 
connect the knowledge with application of skills. 
What Makes an Image an Image? 
The sessions focus on balancing the content of meaning and making meaning more 
equally. The goal is to provide opportunities for active application of those concepts through 
the creation of images and layouts. At this point is important to introduce students to critique 
techniques to further support the development of visual thinking and visual learning skills. 
Table 13 provides a critique chart to allow students to evaluate critique received and 
its application in their work through iterations. Explaining and requiring students to complete 
this exercise will give them a specific goal and time to think about the critique they are 
receiving as well as how they will apply to the next iteration of their work.  
 







Applied to work (iteration) 
Why? 
Yes No 
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Therefore, the focus is on the back and forth between making and discussing what has 
been made using the appropriate vocabulary learned in prior sessions. Because these sessions 
are practical and students will be creating images/layouts, these sessions should also address 
plagiarism, copyright laws, fair use, and representation of information. “For centuries, artists 
have incorporated the work of others as part of their creative practice. Today, many artists 
occasionally or routinely reference and incorporate artworks and other cultural productions in 
their own creations” (Aufderheide & Jaszi, 2015, p. 11). Therefore, knowing how to navigate 
the digital environmental to find and use images fairly is a key skill of a visually literate 
individual in the twenty-first century. 
Another key aspect of this part of the course is the use of tools that are accessible to a 
wide range of students. Because this is not a design course, it is inappropriate for instructors 
to request that students have access to expensive creative software applications. Most 
students today have access to a smartphone, “95% of teens now report they have a 
smartphone or access to one” (Anderson & Jiang, 2018, p. 2), and, through it, they have 
access to a plethora of tools that allow them to create their own images. Therefore, the 
utilization of phones as a creative tool may be encouraged, because “[n]ot only do we see 
still and moving images on the screens that surround us daily, but new tools make it simple 
for ordinary people to create, manipulate, and share images like never before” (Little et al., 
2010, p. 44). This also supports the course’s relevance and applicability to non-designers as it 
utilizes tools that students already have access to while offering them the ability to 
understand and make meaning through images. Thus, in addition to the phone, utilizing 
widely available software such as Microsoft Office products or Google Drive is appropriate, 
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as they may be accessed for free or through an institution. These are also tools widely 
utilized in business and professional practice; therefore, familiarity with them is beneficial.  
Copyright laws, fair use, and plagiarism are not stimulating classroom lecture content. 
Nevertheless, in the interest of keeping student interest high, these topics should be covered 
throughout these sessions at a foundational level. The main points to convey are, in the 
United States, there are a set of laws that govern copyright in which fair use is an exception: 
“The Congress shall have Power…To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by 
securing for limited Tımes to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective 
Writings and Discoveries” (Article I Section 8 | Constitution Annotated | Congress.gov | 
Library of Congress, n.d.). 
Once the work is registered, Congress upholds an author’s rights over a created piece 
for a limited time. Fair use is an exception to the Copyright Law, as follows: “[…] the fair 
use of a copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in copies or phonorecords or 
by any other means specified by that section, for purposes such as criticism, comment, news 
reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research, is 
not an infringement of copyright” (Copyright Law of the United States, Title 17 Source § 
107, 2016). Therefore, even if using published works, if used for the aforementioned 
purposes, the work would fall under fair use. An interesting document that can serve as a 
guide is the “Code of Best Practices in Fair Use for the Visual Arts” developed through the 
College Art Association. This is a free document that can serve as guidelines for students 
entering the visual communication world.  
Plagiarism must be addressed in a similar manner. Plagiarism is an act of fraud and is 
defined as: “Deliberately passing off somebody else's original expression or creative ideas as 
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one’s own. Plagiarism can be a violation of law if copyrighted expression is taken. Often, 
however, plagiarism does not violate any law but marks the plagiarist as an unethical person 
in the political, academic, or scientific community where the plagiarism occurs” by the 
NOLO law dictionary (Plagiarism, n.d.). Therefore, it is partially related to law, if the 
material copied was copyrighted, and partial a moral obligation to acknowledge the source. It 
is important to ingrain in students the importance of being fair with their use of other’s visual 
materials as there are consequences. 
Finally, it is important to also offer tools for data visualization. A lot of what is being 
done in the area falls under computer programing but there are tools that facilitate the 
integration between data and its interpretation. The most common one is Microsoft Office 
Excel, which can aid the generation of tables and charts, for more in depth visualizations, 
Tableau and E-Charts are software which deal with data from a programming perspective but 
offer a user-friendly interface. While these are specialized data visualization tools and may 
not be within a typical base-level skill set, their introduction to students can further their 
interest to delve into data-visualization as they offer a way to interpret messages that can then 
be paired with type and other images to create compelling visual narratives. 
Once these aspects are established, students may be introduced to sources of 
copyright free imagery and how to best utilize these resources in their work. Following are 
examples of current web resources offering copyright free assets: 
Creative Commons https://creativecommons.org/ 
Libre stock https://librestock.com/ 
Prelinger Archives https://archive.org/details/prelinger 
National Archives https://www.archives.gov/ 
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Project Gutenberg https://www.gutenberg.org/ 
Library of Congress https://www.loc.gov/free-to-use/ 
Flicker Commons https://www.flickr.com/commons 
This list is not complete but provides an overview of what is available. It is important to note 
these websites abide by Copyright Laws and Creative Commons law in the United States. If a 
similar class is to be delivered in another country the laws unique to that country must be 
researched and followed. 
Make More to Understand More 
The last sessions of the proposed foundational VL course are set up as a review and 
practice of what was covered as well as provide additional opportunity to practice each of the 
different aspects of visual literacy. These sessions function as preparation for the delivery of 
the post-assessment. Students are exposed to peer-feedback and critique to help develop their 
final presentation through multiple iterations. The presentation should resemble the pre-
assessment presentation, but it is a high-stakes summative assessment where data collected 
can determine students learning when compared to the pre-assessment data. Students will be 
sharing their work with one another and offering feedback throughout the process. 
Allowing students to look back at the work produced at the start of this course allows 
them to reflect on their skill level at the start of the course, knowledge acquired, and hot to 
best execute their final presentation. The iterative process can be compared to self-regulated 
learning which is “a process by which individuals develop goals, select learning strategies, 
and monitor their performance” (Osterhage et al., 2019, p. 2). Because students will produce 
work, receive feedback, then analyze this feedback and through reassessing their work, 
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through this process they are able to monitor their performance and develop strategies to 
achieve their visual communication goal. 
Enabling students to learn from peer-feedback and self-evaluation techniques assists 
in the development of visual thinking and visual learning skills which are difficult to 
measure. Because non-design majors are typically unfamiliar with these techniques, they are 
important to include in this introductory VL course. For critique skill development, Table 11 
provides a prompt to analyze received critique. Table 14 provides prompts for self-evaluation 
that can also be used in the assessment of students learning.  
            Self-evaluation provides important information for students about their learning 
processes. When students use self-evaluation, they reflect on “how they’re doing” as 
they complete activities, assignments, or projects. Self-evaluation is also an important 
source of information for teachers because it provides them with feedback about their 
instruction, helps them to detect patterns of strengths and weaknesses in individual 
students, and provides evidence of individual student progress (Carr, 2002, p. 199). 
In addition to exercising feedback and critique skills, these final class sessions should focus 
on retrieval of information that was covered previously in the course. Through retrieval and 
use of established vocabulary, students can begin creating links between what was learned 
and how to apply it to this last assignment. This retrieval can happen through quick exercises 
and group critiques where the specific issues being commented on follow the concepts of the 
first third of the course.  
 For delivery of the post-assessment, students should present their topic in front of the 
whole class. As this presentation is high stakes in nature and, by the end of the course, 
students should be familiar with one another which creates a more comfortable environment  
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Table 14. Self-evaluation prompt 
Self-Evaluation Pre-assessment: presentation 
After undergoing the course…. 
1- What are aspects of your presentation 
you did well? 
 
2- What aspects, based on what you have 
learned about visual communication, do 
you think you need to improve upon? 
 
3- Do you think the work you presented 
represented your perspective on the 
topic? How can you align the 
presentation to best showcase what you 
are trying to say? 
 
4- Connect content that has been covered 
in the course with how you will apply that 




for presentations. Students should, once again answer a Likert self-assessment survey (same 
questions as the pre-assessment survey) and instructors should observe students’ 
presentations by utilizing the same rubric so data may be compared accurately. 
At the end of the course students should be able to have a critical understanding of 
images and how to best utilize them to share ideas. They should be familiar with different 
tools and resources to produce and share ideas through images, be able to engage in critique 
techniques and, therefore, have acquired visual literacy skills. After completion of the course, 
the students are apt to apply visual literacy skills to their life and have a new tool set to thrive 
in an image rich world. 
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
After reexamining the development of the curriculum, generating a proposal for 
delivery of the course, and proposing a method to analyze student learning and curriculum 
effectiveness, it is important to suggest implications and provide suggestions for future 
researchers. Following are topics to be explored as the implementation of this class moves 
forward: (a) test the curriculum; (b) explore online delivery, incorporate appropriate elements 
in the classroom, and (c) apply appropriate teaching methods. Screens are not going 
anywhere, virtual reality is available for consumer purchase, and augmented reality is even 
more accessible. These environments are set to change society and, as McLuhan and Gordon 
(2013) noted, “the personal and social consequences of any medium – that is, of any 
extensions of ourselves – result from the new scale that is introduced into our affairs by each 
extension of ourselves” (p. 7). In other words, each technological advancement brings with it 
an extension of what it means to be human. This can happen using images, as now we are all 
interconnected while staying in the same place, images are a way to share our realities. 
However, to reiterate, images can be deceiving and, therefore, being critical of what one sees 
is an important skill as technology evolves.  
The next step for this project is testing the curriculum and its application to measure 
its effectiveness. It is important to gather data on how much this curriculum improves visual 
literacy skills in students and, through analysis, diagnose areas for improvement. Since the 
proposed content has been developed from a graphic design perspective, it would be relevant 
to look at other visual communication disciplines for insight to uncover any gaps in content. 
One might also consider examining art history for a different perspective regarding image 
analysis, as well as bringing communication perspectives into the development of content to 
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analyze key aspects of communicating through images. Examining the curriculum from 
different cultural perspectives is key as images have symbolic meaning that is arbitrary to the 
origin of the work; therefore, understanding how the curriculum can support visual literacy 
education in other countries without forcing a western view upon the content.  
Testing the curriculum can take different forms: assessing its effectiveness for student 
learning, content development from new perspectives, and adequate assignment alignment. It 
is important to emphasize the need for a Visual Literacy curriculum to be implemented in 
higher education. To support this development appendices A, B, and C have been added as 
three separate examples of lecture presentations. Appendix A is an overarching example of 
most content covered in meaning. Appendix B and C look at making meaning and the digital 
environment, respectively. These take elements of the plethora of content covered in chapter 
3 and expand on how they can be presented to student through an active learning 
environment. 
Graphic design instruction has been traditionally delivered in-person. However, when 
this research was being finalized, the corona virus COVID-19 overtook the world and 
universities had to make a difficult transition from in-person to online delivery in less than 
ideal time. At the early developmental stages of this research thesis, I focused on classroom, 
in-person delivery of the curriculum. Nevertheless, online delivery eventually became a 
methodology that should been considered as well for this curriculum. Given these new 
circumstances and even the ability to reach more students through an online alternative, 
online delivery should be explored more deeply as there are different expectations from both 
instructors and students. A previous study by Fleischmann (2019) shared findings of two 
first-year graphic design studio courses that were delivered online. The positive aspects were 
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“provided flexibility […] beneficial for individual learning style […] high quality of learning 
content […] speed of communication and feedback; responsiveness of instructor” (p. 9). The 
challenging aspects based on student responses were “submitting and understanding 
assignments […] technical software instructions […] missing lecture script” (p. 10).  
There will always be pros and cons, and much more can be developed regarding 
online instruction of studio courses. One topic I would like to highlight is instructor workload 
when transitioning to online delivery. “Much thought, preparation, and post-production was 
spent on the creation of the online lectures. Considerations included how to make videos 
engaging, informative, and short enough to avoid boring students with short attention spans” 
(Fleischmann, 2019). A lot of the brunt of the work falls on the instructor who may not have 
the necessary technical skills to produce class content; therefore, having support from 
institutions, in the form of video producers and time, is paramount for the development of 
successful online courses.  
Another way in which the results of this thesis research can be pushed forward is by 
testing specific elements of instruction in the classroom (real time vs. online). Critique and 
feedback can be applied in different areas, especially as concepts have been applied 
previously in writing courses. The proposed Table 11 creates a structure format that guides 
students through this process. “Giving and receiving public critiques of one’s creative work 
can be an uncomfortable proposition for many people, particularly students who are in their 
first year of study. Students can feel ashamed and embarrassed if their work is criticized 
openly” (Fleischmann, 2019) but students receiving a structured method it could ease their 
anxieties regarding critique. Courses that have heavy data analysis can benefit from studying 
the meaning of images and how to build visual representation of data to facilitate 
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interpretation. A small part of the curriculum has developed in the current study, but it should 
be explored further. Project-based learning, although it is not an explicit part of the 
curriculum, it is an underlying characteristic of many disciplines in higher education; 
therefore, focusing on building projects that allow for iteration through feedback can offer a 
new perspective in students-instructor relationships. 
Overall, there are several implications in which the findings of this research can be 
used for practice and future research. The main goal of this study—when considering the 
students in classroom today, their online habits of constant connection, and the need for 
visual literacy skills—was the development of a visual literacy curriculum that can aid to fill 
this gap in the literature on Visual Literacy. Visual literacy as a discipline needs to be further 
explored in higher education and this research is a step towards further study.  
The curriculum focused on developing intended learning outcomes that can inform 
the development of courses in a variety of forms. The proposed delivery was through 12 
sessions with four classes per learning outcome. The proposal is not fixed and can be 
changed to fit different needs if the learning outcomes are followed and/or expanded upon in 
future courses: (1) when faced with images from any medium, students will be able to 
critically analyze the meaning by using communication models and image evaluation 
theories; (2) students will communicate ideas by composing images and layouts and 
justifying their choices by applying principles of visual perception, color theory, and 
typography; and (3) throughout the course, students will be exposed to critique techniques 
and opportunities of iteration. At the end of the course, students should have a better 
understanding of images and how to best use them to share their messages.  
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Image sharing and accessibility to visual literacy tools will continue to be developed and 
become more accessible in the future. Based on Framing Theory and Cultivation Theory, 
there is a need to focus on visual literacy education as more time will be spent on screen 
which will, in turn, influence people’s perceptions of reality. Visual literacy education can 
help eliminate the barrier between what is seen and what is interpreted as it provides tools for 
image analysis and breaks down how meaning is constructed through images. This research 
has provided one form of applying the curriculum and should be expanded upon and tested. 
We currently live in a visual world in which image ubiquity is undeniable; therefore, up-to-
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APPENDIX C. SAMPLE LECTURE ON CRITICALLY ANALYZING THE 
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